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An unusual view of Gulf Islands Secondary School’s multi-purpose room, during discussion of Salt Spring’s
Farm Area Plan on January 26 (see article, page 9).

Rejigging the political map; a Valentine for BC?
On February 14, the BC Electoral Boundaries Commission
announced its final report on political boundaries for BC. Since
the August 2007 filing of its preliminary report, the commission
has held further public hearings and received more submissions
regarding its electoral boundary proposals.
The commission’s difficult task has been to come up with two
sets of boundaries that will work for the current Single Member
Plurality (SMP) system and for the proposed BC-Single
Transferable Vote, recommended by the Citizens’ Assembly on
Electoral Reform in 2004. (British Columbians will vote in a BCSTV referendum in conjunction with the May 2009 provincial
election.)
On submitting Amendments to the Preliminary Report to
the Speaker of the Legislative Assembly, Justice Bruce Cohen,
commission chair, said: ‘Our mandate was to propose electoral
districts that would provide effective representation in the
Legislative Assembly for all British Columbians. After careful
review of the many presentations we heard and submissions we
read, we made some 50 amendments to our Preliminary Report.
We believe our amended proposals meet the challenge of our
mandate.’
The commission made key amendments for the electoral

districts in the Vancouver Island and South Coast region:
• the number of electoral districts be increased from 14 to 15;
• Denman and Hornby Islands and adjacent communities be
included in the proposed Comox Valley electoral district,
reflecting its current boundaries;
• the proposed Central Island electoral district be renamed
Alberni-Pacific Rim;
• the proposed Cowichan-Goldstream electoral district be
renamed Cowichan Valley and no longer include portions of the
Capital Regional District;
• there will now be seven electoral districts corresponding
exactly to the outer perimeter of the Capital Regional District;
• the addition of an electoral district in the Greater Victoria
area will result in boundary and name changes to six electoral
districts; and
• the Capital Region BC-STV electoral district will include the
seven SMP electoral districts and elect seven MLAs.
Province-wide, the amendments will result in a net increase
of four electoral districts, for a total of 83 single member
plurality electoral districts. The number of proposed BC-STV
electoral districts remains at 20.

Why Change Boundaries?
BC’s population is growing; some communities are experiencing
a rapid increase in population, some are growing at a slow and
steady rate, while the number of people living in other areas is
decreasing. The commission considered these changes, and
projections for population growth, in order to set boundaries
that will ensure effective representation.

SMP & BC-STV

COASTAL AREA ELECTORAL REGIONS

We currently elect one MLA for each electoral district using the
Single Member Plurality system, also known as First-Past-thePost system. The candidate with the most votes (a plurality of
votes) wins the seat for the electoral district. The party with the
most seats forms the government.
Detailed descriptions of the proposed BC-STV and of how
votes would be counted under the system are available through:
public libraries, the Referendum Information website at
www.gov.bc.ca/referendum_info, and The Citizens’ Assembly
on Electoral Reform.
For more information about the commission’s challenges,
see Island Tides ‘Boundaries commission will complete work,’
December 13, 2007, online in our Archive & Reprints, ‘BC
Politics’ section. ✐
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Wildfire control centre
moving
The provincial fire control room, which co-ordinates forest fire
service for the entire province, will be moving from Victoria to
Kamloops in time for the 2010 fire season.
‘The Provincial Fire Control office is the nerve centre for coordination of forest fire control operations for the entire
province,’ said BC Premier Gordon Campbell. ‘It has worked
well being situated in Victoria, but this change will complement
the Provincial Air Tanker Centre, located in Kamloops.’
‘This move will deliver two key benefits—cost savings and
improved staff recruitment,’ said Forests and Range Minister
Rich Coleman. ‘British Columbia has a world-renowned fire
protection service, and this move helps us maintain that status
in the face of increasingly more demanding fire seasons and
ever-increasing costs.’
‘The people of Kamloops and the Thompson Valley know
only too well the devastation that wildfires can cause,’ said Kevin
WILDFIRE CENTRE, please turn to page 10

Conservation data centre
wins award
International conservation group NatureServe announced on
February 15 that the British Columbia Conservation Data Centre
has been named the top conservation data centre in the Western
Hemisphere for 2007. Established since 1991, the BC Ministry of
the Environment program was singled out for ‘outstanding
conservation impact’ among 80 similar conservation data
centres that comprise an international network across the
United States, Canada and Latin America. The network provides
detailed scientific information about threatened plants, animals
and ecosystems.
NatureServe, the Virginia-based group that co-ordinates the
network, recognized the British Columbia Conservation Data
Centre (BC-CDC) for its exceptional efforts over the past years to
promote partnerships that fostered better conservation of
Canada’s native plants, animals and natural habitats.
For more than 15 years, the BC Conservation Data Centre has
CONSERVATION AWARD, please turn to page 7
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Commentary ~ Marc Lee and Caelie Frampton

TILMA a major hurdle to BC’s climate action plans
AT FULFORD HARBOUR
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20
WE

0542
1059
1523
2228

11.2
8.2
9.8
2.3

3.4
2.5
3.0
0.7

28
TH

0025
0254
0757
1621

9.2
8.9
9.8
3.3

2.8
2.7
3.0
1.0

21
TH

0605
1137
1628
2305

11.2
7.5
9.5
3.0

3.4
2.3
2.9
0.9

29
FR

0206
0432
0756
1716

9.8
9.5
9.8
3.3

3.0
2.9
3.0
1.0

22
FR

0625
1216
1731
2340

10.8
6.6
9.2
3.9

3.3
2.0
2.8
1.2

1
SA

0300
1816

10.2
3.3

3.1
1.0

23
SA

0643
1254
1835

10.8
5.6
8.9

3.3
1.7
2.7

2
SU

0336
1913

10.5
3.0

3.2
0.9

24
SU

0015
0659
1332
1942

4.9
10.8
4.9
8.9

1.5
3.3
1.5
2.7

MO

3

0405
0956
1129
2005

10.5
9.2
9.2
2.6

3.2
2.8
2.8
0.8

25
MO

0050
0715
1410
2058

6.2
10.5
4.3
8.5

1.9
3.2
1.3
2.6

TU

4

0429
0958
1259
2050

10.5
8.9
9.2
2.6

3.2
2.7
2.8
0.8

26
TU

0126
0731
1449
2229

7.2
10.5
3.9
8.9

2.2
3.2
1.2
2.7

WE

5

0450
1011
1411
2131

10.5
8.2
9.2
2.6

3.2
2.5
2.8
0.8

27
WE

0205
0745
1532

8.2
10.2
3.6

2.5
3.1
1.1

6
TH

0508
1031
1517
2208

10.5
7.5
9.5
3.0

3.2
2.3
2.9
0.9
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Tax fairly says NDP
New Democrat Shane Simpson is calling on the Campbell
government to reject a federal government report that
recommends taxpayers pay $2 billion to help the oil and gas
sector reduce its greenhouse gas emissions.
‘Premier Campbell’s plans for a new gas tax have already put
the cost of climate change squarely on the shoulders of ordinary
people. Now we learn that those same families are being asked to
kick in a contribution for big oil and gas as well,’ said Shane
Simpson, NDP environment critic.
‘There is no question that we must put a cost on reducing
carbon emissions,’ said Simpson. ‘But it must be done fairly. We
cannot put the entire burden on ordinary people, while industry
takes a pass.’
Simpson was responding to a new federal government report
that proposes the public pay $2-billion to help the oil and gas
industry reduce its greenhouse gas emissions.
‘Big oil companies like Exxon and Shell made tens of billions
of dollars in profit this year,’ said John Horgan, NDP energy
critic. ‘I think the public would rather see a windfall profit tax on
those companies to help address our climate crisis, instead of
another gas tax that hits them in the pocketbook.’
‘The Campbell government must assure British Columbians
that everyone will share the cost of tackling climate change, not
just working families,’ said Simpson. ✐
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Premier Gordon Campbell has positioned BC as a global leader
on climate change. From handshakes with Al Gore and Arnold
Schwarzenegger to an ambitious plan for reducing greenhouse
gas emissions by one-third by 2020, his enthusiasm for fighting
climate change is laudable.
However, the premier’s interest in harmonizing provincial
standards through the BC-Alberta Trade, Investment and
Labour Mobility Agreement (TILMA) could prove to be a thorn
in the government’s side, undermining its ability to take
necessary measures on the climate change file.
The basic problem is this: fighting climate change will
necessarily involve a lot of regulation, while TILMA is
fundamentally a deregulatory initiative.
There will be few benefits that emerge from TILMA. While we
often hear that trade and investment barriers are a major
problem undercutting our competitiveness, this is nonsense.
Few examples of trade impediments are ever offered by
supporters of TILMA. There is no evidence that any Alberta
company has been stopped from doing business at the BC
border, or that they have been discriminated against by
provincial or municipal governments in BC.
What TILMA really does is to create and codify investor
rights, and provides a mechanism for private enforcement. This
has huge consequences for public interest regulation in BC, as
TILMA’s private dispute panels can award up to $5 million to an
Alberta investor if a decision made by a BC government body
‘restricts or impairs’ their investment.
Almost every environmental regulation restricts or impairs
someone’s investment. A bold restructuring of BC into a carbonneutral economy will almost certainly affect the profits of
Alberta’s oil patch.
It is worth recalling that because of the federal nature of
government in Canada, provinces have the right to make laws
and regulations that protect the public interest and the
environment. This means that trucking standards are more
rigorous in mountainous BC than in flat Saskatchewan—this is
common sense, not a restriction on trade. In many other areas
provinces make regulatory decisions based on what makes the
most sense in the local context.

In practice, we can expect TILMA to cast a chill over decisionmaking at the cabinet table. Already, for example, it has been
reported that the BC Cabinet, in seeking to eliminate junk food
from schools, resorted to seeking voluntary agreements with
vending machine companies, rather than simply legislating
against junk food.
This is bad news for the government’s climate action strategy.
There is still much detail to come on exactly how BC will meet its
greenhouse gas emissions targets. But regulation will necessarily
be part of a meaningful strategy.
TILMA does provide an exemption for promoting renewable
and alternative energy. This is helpful but falls far short of what
will be required. More contentious policies that impose costs on
manufacturers, such as automotive tailpipe emission
requirements or mandated use of carbon capture and storage,
could easily be open to challenge.
In these cases, the government would have to prove that these
were legitimate measures to protect the environment and that
they were not ‘more restrictive than necessary’—a clause that will
give Alberta investors plenty of wiggle room for legal challenges.
In the end, kangaroo courts, composed of corporate trade
lawyers, not judges, working outside the domestic legal system
will have an opportunity to second-guess democratic decisionmaking. Policy-makers will have to strain to make a complicated
climate action plan fit within the narrow legal gaps allowed by
TILMA.
Municipalities are already frustrated with the TILMA
Agreement, and after consulting their lawyers, voted at the
Union of British Columbia Municipalities convention to reject
TILMA. Municipal leaders across BC understand that TILMA
could greatly affect their ability to make decisions that benefit
their communities.
Actions to fight climate change at the municipal level are
particularly important as we move ahead to the 2020 target.
Right now, TILMA is a barrier to achieving our environmental
goals, and should be scrapped.
Marc Lee is a Senior Economist in the BC Office of the Canadian
Centre for Policy Alternatives. Caelie Frampton is the
Campaign Coordinator of the STOP TILMA Coalition. ✐

Cycle-stopping tour
Staff members at Victoria’s Mary Manning Centre are gearing up
for a ‘Stop the Cycle’ Tour. Three staff members from the agency
are preparing to set off on a 500km bike tour of Vancouver
Island to raise funds for the centre and to raise awareness about
sexualized violence against children and youth. Throughout the
March 21–28 tour, the riders will stop in various Island
communities to make presentations to local schools and groups.
In a scenario identical to the one faced by the agency a year
ago, Mary Manning Centre is preparing to issue lay-off notices to
two highly skilled therapists at the end of this month. According
to the executive director Fred Ford, the agency and programs like
it around BC are still waiting to hear whether the province will
increase its core funding. Provincial funding for Sexual Abuse
Intervention Programs (SAIP) has remained virtually frozen for
more than 17 years.
‘(Therapists) Jody Watson and Katie Domries approached
me with the idea,’ says Ford. ‘Both are scheduled to be laid-off
March 31 and they wanted to use their vacation time to raise
awareness about child sexual abuse and raise some funds. There
are lots of reasons not to do a ride like this at this time of the year,
but there is a lot at stake for children and youth in our
community.’ When layoffs occur, children and youth who find
the courage and opportunity to disclose abuse may wait months
for treatment.
Last year, when the province rejected the centre’s request for
a $170,000 increase, the community responded with donations

and bequests that equalled the needed amount and enabled the
agency to rehire Watson and Domries.
‘The citizens of Victoria clearly understand this issue. They
want children to get the help they need when they need it,’ Ford
says. ‘Today, most people recognize that untreated child sexual
abuse is a major factor in the development of serious problems
like mental illness, addictions and homelessness. Providing
treatment and doing prevention work will save an incredible
amount of public funds spent on those kinds of consequences,
not to mention a whole lot of unnecessary human suffering and
the loss of precious lives.
‘Will the Campbell government address the funding issue in
the budget,’ Ford asks. ‘All children in BC have a right to receive
timely, specialized treatment that deals effectively with the
trauma of sexual abuse.’
Mary Manning Centre is seeking corporate and individual
donations, and putting the call out for volunteers to help with
organizing the ride and promoting sponsorship. To volunteer or
donate to the Stop the Cycle Tour, please call Fred Ford at the
Mary Manning Centre at 250-385-6111, or visit the agency’s
website at www.marymanning.com .
The Mary Manning Centre provides free specialized therapy
and victim services to children and youth who have experienced
sexual abuse. The Centre works with 200 clients and their
families each year. ✐

Islands Trust budget in the making
The Islands Trust is seeking public input on its proposed budget
for 2008-2009 (see advertisement page, 10). Trust Council will
make a final decision about the budget at its upcoming quarterly
meeting to be held March 12-14 on Hornby Island.
To accommodate the budget requirements for the coming
year, the Financial Planning Committee is recommending a
budget of $6.15 million, representing an increase in property tax
of approximately $3.63 per $100,000 of assessed property value
or 5.8%. If approved by Trust Council, this would mean a
property tax increase of approximately $16.35 for a typical
residential property assessed at $450,000. Islands Trust taxes
account for approximately 10-20% of the total tax bill for a
typical property owner in the Islands Trust Area.
The budget responds to comments and suggestions the
Islands Trust has received from island communities about:
• strengthening the Islands Trust’s ability to protect the
environment through improved mapping and land use bylaws;
• stronger bylaw enforcement;
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• more effective and responsive governance;
• better advocacy about island issues with other agencies and
levels of government;
• improved delivery of service; and
• more public education and consultation opportunities.
‘By following our Strategic Plan, we’ve been able to deliver
almost all of the items we set our sights on this time last year,’
said Kim Benson, Chair of the Islands Trust Council. ‘Our
commitment this term has been in three main areas: a
sustainable environment, healthy communities, and improved
governance. This budget builds on those accomplishments and is
intended to allow us to work further toward those goals.
‘We’ve also just completed a very thorough review of the
planning services we deliver to each island community, Benson
said. ‘This budget will provide us with some of the resources we
need to provide more timely processing of applications and
TRUST BUDGET, please turn to page 11
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Other Islands - The Falklands ~ Patrick Brown
t used to be said of Victoria that it was
‘more British than the British’. The
Falklands, 400 miles off the Argentine
coast in the South Atlantic, are stronger
contenders for that title.
A bare, windswept group of two large
islands and over 740 smaller ones (depending
on the state of the tide), the Falklands are
known mainly for Britain’s war with Argentina
in 1982.
Argentina has a longtime claim to the
Falklands, which they call the Malvenas. The
British victory, often termed Margaret
Thatcher’s Finest Hour, settled the matter. (The
Falklands celebrate Margaret Thatcher Day on
January 10 each year.)
Even today, you can’t fly from Argentina to
the Falklands—you have to travel, rather
inconveniently, from Chile—and a 1,500person British garrison is maintained on East
Falkland in order to ensure that Argentina gets
the point.
The Falklands have a population of about
2,500 people (the garrison is not officially part
of this total), augmented by 580,000 sheep,
6,600 cattle, and 770,000 penguins. The total
area of the Falklands is about 7,500 square
miles, most of which is accessible mainly to
sheep and wildlife.
The Falklands are like part of the Outer
Hebrides that sort of drifted away. They are a
British Colony (you thought there weren’t any
more, didn’t you?), termed officially an
‘Independent Overseas Territory of the United
Kingdom,’ and are self-governing except for
defence and foreign affairs.
There’s a Legislative Council, eight
members elected every four years, and a
governor who represents the Queen.
Legislation (for the maintenance of law and
order) must be approved by the British
Secretary of State for Foreign Affairs. Each
councillor has responsibility for a department
of the government, but is not officially a
minister. Another Crown Colony, South
Georgia and the South Sandwich Islands is also
administered from the Falklands.
Government is centred in Stanley, which is
the centre of population and the Falklands’ only
town. The biggest industries are the fishery
(which paid the government over $30 million
in license fees last year), and sheep farming (88
farms), with significant exports of both wool
and meat. Government and seasonal tourism
are two other sources of revenue.
Most of the inhabitants of the Falklands
(2,115 out of 2,478) live in Stanley. The area
beyond the town is known locally as ‘camp’ and
is aggressively independent to the point that
Stanley has daylight savings time in summer,
but ‘camp’ doesn’t.
It is also relevant to note that paved roads
are only found in Stanley; in fact roads of any
sort cease about two miles outside of town, and
locals find it more convenient to drive cross
country in the general direction of where they
want to go.
Alfresco
countryside
rambling
is

I

discouraged by the presence of unexploded
ordinance left over from the war, but an active
explosives disposal unit is maintained by the
armed forces. There are 117 land minefields on
the Islands, each one fully mapped, fenced,
signposted and monitored. They add a slight
frisson of excitement to the afternoon walk.
So the Falklands are Land Rover territory.
One of the notable things about traffic in
Stanley (aside from the fact that Falklanders
officially, and sometimes actually, drive on the
left-hand side of the road) is that vehicles are
almost all four-wheel drive with oversize tires.
As you enter the harbour of Port Stanley
from the sea, the first thing one notices is the
brightly coloured roofs of the houses—red,
blue, green and even yellow. The story is that
lots of paint has always been needed to
counteract the effects of the salty South Atlantic
air, and a tradition of bright colours has
evolved.
Stanley is spread out on two or three streets
along the harbour, with nearly all buildings
facing the water. In fact, the first buildings you
see on arriving at the main wharf are four
Victorian row houses, dated 1887, which would
look perfectly at home on any British seaside
resort. There are, in fact, a number of B&Bs and
small hotels. One even has a somewhat stunted
monkey-puzzle tree. But the Islands are
generally treeless, except for those that have
been planted in town and nurtured over many
years, generally some sort of cypress.
It may be the wind. While the summer
temperatures are a bit cooler than the Gulf
Islands in the summer and a bit warmer in the
winter, and annual rainfall is similar to
Vancouver, the wind is whatever prevails over
the South Atlantic at the time. When I was
there, it was 35 knots gusting 50, which helped
you going one way but was a decided nuisance
going the other. None of the locals, leaning into
the wind, even remarked on it.
The local currency is the Falklands Pound,
which is something like a Scottish Pound except
they might look askance at it in Glasgow. The
Falklands issue their own stamps, and letters
may be posted in a genuine cast-iron, George VI
pillar-box outside the only post office. (A pillarbox is a cylindrical British mailbox, about two
feet in diameter and four feet high, painted
bright red with the royal cipher on it.) Outside
the post office and elsewhere, are the
traditional four-cornered, red telephone boxes
with doors where the caller is at least sheltered
from the wind.
There is also a very fine new community
school, and a 28-bed hospital. Public health
care is free. There is a fine brick built cathedral
dating from about 1900. Police cars (Land
Rovers of course) are painted like the ones you
see on British crime programs on TV. There are
a couple of supermarkets and a variety of small
shops; grocery prices are about 125% of Gulf
Island prices, except for locally grown produce
and meat. In every sense, Stanley is a typical
small English village, with eight pubs of all
FALKLANDS, please turn to page 9

PASS IT ON…Your Breast Health Has Support
The Screening Mammography Program’s
mobile service will be at the Saltspring Island
Courthouse providing free screening
mammograms to eligible BC women ages
40 to 79 from March 3 to 7, 2008.
No doctor’s referral is needed.
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Thinking of those hometown heroes
community garden movement; others in the
protection of natural spaces; still others have
started their own environmental network or
organization. The Hometown Heroes Award is
looking for the environmental leaders who
have shown commitment and achieved results
in their community.
According to Robert O’Brien, founder of
Ocean Net, a Maritimes conservation and
clean-up group, and the 2007 Hometown
Heroes Award winner, the recognition was
gratifying. ‘For Ocean Net and all the
volunteers throughout Newfoundland and
Labrador, a prestigious award such as this gave
all of us a tremendous boost of pride and
energy for what we do. The Award has helped
us secure funding and has furthered the
credibility of Ocean Net as well.’
HEROES, please turn to page 8

Not so far away, on April 22, Canadian
communities will be celebrating Earth Day.
Since the first Earth Day in 1990, the day has
been becoming more and more significant.
While we wait for those astonishing lateApril long days, you can pick your local enviroheroes and tell Earth Day Canada about them;
the search for 2008 Hometown Heroes is
underway. The Hometown Heroes Award
recognizes and encourages personal
environmental achievement at the local level.
This year’s winner will receive a cash-prize
of $10,000—$5,000 to keep and $5,000 to
donate to the environmental cause of their
choice. However its not just about winning,
being nominated recognizes local efforts and let
people know you appreciate their work.
The most important environmental action
happens at the local level, says Earth Day
Canada. Some people are involved in the
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Is It Climate Change?
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Dear Editor:
According to Dorrie Ratzlaff the road conditions seem to be as
bad on Galiano as they are here on Salt Spring, and no doubt on
the other Gulf Islands as well.
Two years ago ‘The First Annual Salt Spring Island Pothole
Count’ was started. It began as a bit of a joke but it soon became
evident that our Island residents were fed up and, like you on
Galiano, Pender and Gabriola, they were frustrated with the
shoddy maintenance of our roads. Common complaints were—
potholes large enough to swallow a small car, edges of roads
eroded, lack of centre and perimeter line painting, areas of
subsidence, and whole areas of some roads where the pavement
was so broken up that nothing short of complete repaving would
bring them up to standard. That year, Jack Knox from the Times
Colonist picked up the story, as did CH-Vancouver Island
television.
By year two, CH-TV called early to see if we would be
conducting another count, and promised to send a crew over to
film a segment for their newscast. They did a great news clip that
showed drivers giving the thumbs up as they tried to dodge the
numerous holes.
6,048 potholes were reported in 2007, and fewer were
counted in 2006 when only 5,161 holes were totted up. The
politicians who hitherto had turned deaf ears to the situation
perked them up, and lo-and-behold by the end of the count
Murray Coell announced that funding had been approved for
paving approximately 20km of Salt Spring’s worst roads.
This work was partially completed last summer, with some
sections of roads completely repaved and some done like a
patchwork. Some centre lines, were painted, but sadly, the
material used was so inferior that in many areas they were worn
away within three months. Many of our residential side roads are
in deplorable condition.
I would like to suggest that residents of all of the Southern
Gulf Islands get behind the effort to embarrass the government
into doing a proper job of paving and maintaining our roads. The
third annual count will start soon. If you are interested call me at
250-537-8557 or email tenlen@telus.net.
Lorraine Norfolk, Salt Spring Island

Turn Off The Tap & Open The Door

GULF ISLANDS WATER TREATMENT SOLUTIONS
Well Water • Rain Water • Surface Water
• Whole-house Treatment
• Self-cleaning Sediment Filters
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• Ultraviolet Systems

REMOVE:
Iron / Odour / Bacteria / Hardness / Arsenic
320 Mary Street, Victoria

(250) 412-1110

www.watertiger.net
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BOB BURGESS
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bob@rainwaterconnection.com
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Dear Editor:
There are two priorities the federal, provincial, and municipal
governments and regional districts should focus on to tackle
climate change: begin turning off the tap on dirty energy sources,
open the ‘green door’ to alternative sources with incentives.
Both issues must be addressed in the coming federal and
provincial budgets in the very near future!
Exporting our polluting oil to the US and thereby eliminating
those amounts from calculating Canada’s contribution to global
warming is repulsive. We can actually use NAFTA as a reason to
deny the US our oil. We need it for future generations of
Canadians. The same loophole in NAFTA exists for all our
resources.
The 11th Hour documentary illustrates that the world
currently has the technology to reduce climate change by 90%.
We can't do this all today or even tomorrow, but we can start.
Targets about long-term percentage carbon reductions are
meaningless because those who create them will be out of office
before the target date.
The following is a more realistic way to proceed than to set
targets long into the future that have no timeline:
Consider the 90% figure and the timeline of 2020. That is 12
years from now and would call for an average carbon reduction
of 7.5% per year. Since the first 7.5% will be the easiest to achieve
and the last 7.5% the hardest we should start with about 10-12%
the first year and scaled to the last year.
In order to stimulate the transition at the required rate it’s
necessary to transfer dirty oil subsidies to clean energy
production as soon as possible.
Carbon tax is also a good idea but does not address the
overall total of carbon emissions.
We encourage you to support this initiative in any way you
can (collaborate with colleagues, write letters, publish, network
and get involved).
Sue Hiscocks and Jim Wight, Victoria

Cuba Revisited
Dear Editor:
I’ve just returned from Cuba and although I was there four years
ago, things have changed somewhat. I went to my favourite
place, Guardalavaca, near Holguin. If you want to see what might

IS YOUR

WELL WATER

happen after peak oil, Cuba is a good study. The land looks very
lush. There are many crops that do very well and they seem to be
managing to contain outbreaks of pests without chemicals.
There are more buses than I remember but fewer cars and
private vehicles. People get around by f00t, bike, motorbike,
horseback, horse and buggy, and thumbs. It’s illegal not to pick
up hitchhikers. Oxen plow the fields. Milk cows are cherished; I
never saw more beautifully groomed and healthy beasts.
Nobody has an excess of things but everybody seems to have
enough of life’s necessities. Cuba’s infant mortality rate, a key
indicator of social health, is the lowest in the Americas. It
matches Canada’s and is lower than that of the US. The blockade
which the US has imposed on Cuba has hurt and continues to
impose hardships on the country, making trade more difficult
and blocking certain things including pharmaceuticals needed
for cancer treatments and other conditions. The blockade deters
cruise ships from visiting by imposing a prohibition on the ship
from entering US ports for six months after it has stopped in
Cuba.
The US is doing everything it can, not only to make life more
difficult for Cuba but also to keep individuals from seeing how
well Cuba is doing under its system of socialism. Remember,
Cuba offered help to the victims of Hurricane Katrina? Help
which the US refused, of course.
The quite amazing quality of life which Cubans enjoy makes
their general level of prosperity unique in the area; signs of
malnutrition can be seen in other countries of the Caribbean and
Central America, not to mention some countries of South
America.
Misinformation about Cuba abounds. I heard a fellow
Canadian tourist opine that Castro was really dead. She based
this opinion on seeing the same picture, more than once, of
Fidel on the television. I had to tell her that I had seen him not
two days before, on CNN, looking very much alive, in a
conference with Lula de Silva, the Brazilian president.
Fidel lives! So does Cuba, in spite of the restrictions and
threats from the USA and its cohorts. The resort I was at was
affordable, beautiful, clean, safe and enjoyable. I’ll go again,
soon. Some people I met were then making their 48th visit.
Others were there for extended periods of four, six or eight
weeks, hardly the sort of thing you would expect if the conditions
were not wonderful.
Wilma Riley, Pender Island

Sorting Out The Penguins
Dear Editor:
I noticed in Patrick Brown’s article on penguins he stated that
there are 6 species of penguins. Perhaps he was saying that there
are at least six species of penguins.
A quick check of my southern hemisphere bird books and I
find 16 species in places like: Australia with at least 11 species
(King, Gentoo, Adelie, Chinstrap, Magellanic, Little, Erect
Crested, Rockhopper, Fiordland, Snares, and Royal); New
Zealand with 13 species (Emperor, King, Gentoo, Chinstrap,
Adelie, Yellow-eyed, Little, White Flippered, Rockhopper,
Fiordland, Snares, Erect-crested, and Royal); Galapagos Islands
with one species, the only one nesting north of the equator
(Galapagos Penguin); Chile with 10 species (Humboldt,
Magellanic, Rockhopper, Macaroni, Little, Emperor, King,
Gentoo, Adele, Chinstrap); Argentina with 7 species (Emperor,
King, Chinstrap, Adelie, Gentoo, Rockhopper, and Magellanic);
and South Africa with 2 species (Jackass and Rockhopper).
There are probably others in Antarctica and other small islands
in the Southern Hemisphere.
Sources are: Slater, Slater and Slater for Australia; Falla,
Sibson and Turbot for New Zealand; Castro and Phillips for the
Galapagos; Jaramillo for Chile; Narosky and Yzurieta for
Argentina; and the very old McLachlan and Liversidge birds of
South Africa. Wikepedia on the web suggest that there are 17 to
20 living species of penguins with a few of the above mentioned
possibly questionable.
I had fun checking these out, people don’t realize how many
species of penguins there really are.
Thanks for sending your paper.
Kip Anastasiou, Bowen Island

Bylaws Galore, What About An OCP
Review?
Dear Editor:
On February 4, I attended a meeting of the Galiano Local Trust
Committee. Among matters before the Committee for
consideration were two more draft bylaws, amendments to the
Official Community Plan, which is a policy statement, and the
Land Use Bylaw, a regulatory bylaw which must not be
inconsistent with that OCP.
These new bylaws #199 and #200 are now, we are told, to
replace proposed bylaws #197 and #198. Bylaw #197 was
withdrawn by the LTC in December prior to Third Reading by
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‘What’s On?’

Vancouver Island & The Gulf Islands
SINGLE EVENT • $31.50 • With image $36.75 (max 50 words)
MULTI-VENUE • $42 • With image $47.25 (max 70 words)

Thurs, Feb 21 & 28,

Saturday, March 1

Pender Film Group Screenings—THURS FEB 21: Sharkwater
(2007) exploring sharks turns into a journey into the balance of
life on earth; THUR FEB 28: La Vie En Rose (2007) The life story
of singer Edith Piaf; SCHEDULE CHANGE to SUN MARCH 2:
Family Film Matinee: The Muppet Movie—a frog-leg merchant is
after Kermit as he and friends trek across America to find success
in Hollywood • Community Hall • Eves 7:30pm, Matinée 1pm •
Admission by donation • Info: www.penderislands.org • ON
PENDER ISLAND

St
David’s
Day
Family
Supper
&
Entertainment–celebrate Wales’ patron saint
with Welsh food, Coro Galiano, music, poetry,
biggest leek competition; MC Stuart Nemtin;
proceeds from food and donations to the Great
Beaver Swamp • South End Hall• 5pm •
Everyone Welcome • Info: Galiano Conservancy 250-539-2424 •
ON GALIANO ISLAND

Sat & Sun, February 23 & 24
Pender Islands Children’s Festival: ‘Under the Sea’—
awesome local and off-Island entertainment: music, song, dance,
adventure, drama, kelp cave, ship building, storytelling, crafts and
activities galore; SAT: Pancake Breakfast; SUN: Rick Scott & Pizza
Party • Community Hall • Sat: 10am-4pm, Sun: Noon-4pm •
Admission by donation • Info: 629-3669 • ON PENDER ISLAND

Thursday, February 28
GISS Environmental Action Day—daytime keynote speakers
Simon Jackson and Andrew Weaver, evening speakers Briony
Penn, Betty Krawczyk, Ronald Wright; also many daytime
workshops on environmental awareness and action are open to
the general public • Gulf Islands Secondary School, Ganges • 8am4:15pm & 7:30-9:30pm • Registration for the public at 8am • ON
SALT SPRING ISLAND

Friday, February 29
Get funky and dance with ‘The Q’ and organic farmers—
Mayne Island’s original funk-rock-reggae band play for COABC
annual conference; ‘The Q is simply an ace dance band’—Jurgen
Gothe, CBC Disc Drive • Mary Winspear Centre • 8 p.m, Everyone
Welcome • Tickets: $10, kids free • IN SIDNEY

Friday, February 29
Ferron in Concert—one of Canada’s
most famous folk musicians, influential
writer and performer of women's music
and important influence on later
musicians—‘Someday they will call Dylan
the Ferron of the ’60s’—Boston Globe •
Community Hall • 8pm • Tickets; $15@the
usual outlets• Info: Susan Tait 250-6296559 • ON PENDER ISLAND

PROMOTE YOUR EVENT!
islandtides@islandtides.com

LETTERS from page 4
Islands Trust Executive.
Planner Porter had not yet had time to check that these
bylaws which refer to the Forest section of the OCP only, as a
Forest 1 Review, are consistent with the rest of the document.
Nevertheless he recommended Bylaws #199 and #200 be
given first reading.
The current OCP and LUB which the Local Trust Committee
is now amending have evolved from protective bylaws resulting
from the discard of half the island, in Tree Farm 19, onto the real
estate market, unplanned and with no public roads.
On signing those bylaws in 1992 the Minister of Municipal
Affairs of the time announced in a press release that
development of the Galiano forest would be permitted through
rezoning. Rezoning has been a requirement for forest
development in the regulatory bylaw (LUB) from that date. This
permitted the inclusion of the Galiano greater community in
guiding development of their Islands through considerable
change.
The discarded Tree Farm was bought in large District Lots,
mostly by registered companies. The current bylaws offer
several options for development, but at a public meeting one of
the forest owners said these do not meet forest owners’ needs.
The present proliferation of draft bylaws seems intended to
address this small number of landowners without consulting the
majority of Islanders.
Galiano’s trustees are bent on engaging in a review of the
Forest section of the OCP in isolation from the rest of the plan
Although this represents 10% of the people, it represents 42% of
the land. By drawing on the creativity of all Galiano people,
perhaps the thoroughness of an OCP review, which is due in a
matter of months, could help. But the question ‘What is the
hurry?’ is never answered….
This new set of draft bylaws were supported by a forest
owner at the February 5 meeting. Although the general public
has not yet seen them at all, these new proposed bylaws are
understood to permit a dwelling to a lot of any size, placed
where the owner wishes without rezoning. This will comply
with the Private Managed Forest Land Act and its Regulations,
an Act that applies to any bylaw that will impact land in Private
Managed Forest assessment.
The PMFL Act does not now apply to Galiano as our OCP
predates it but it will apply on adoption of these bylaws.
This is what the PMFL Act would do:

Robert Jackson
250-337-5309

Monday to Friday, March 3 t o 7
Screening Mammography Program of BC Mobile Van
Visit—book your free screening mammogram today (for eligible
women 40-79) • Courthouse, Ganges • Info or to book appt: 1800-663-9203, www.smpbc.ca • ON SALT SPRING ISLAND

Fri to Sun, March 7 to 9
13th Annual Celebration of Island Gardening—speakers:
Des Kennedy, Ruth Olde, Steve Whysall, Carolyn Herriot, Heide
Hermary; plants; exhibits; adults’ and children’s workshops;
garden advice; live music; art; gifts; draws • FRI: 1–9pm; SAT &
SUN: 9:30am-5pm • Admission: $5 @ door, $12 Weekend Pass,
Under-12 free with adult • Info: 250-729-6093 or www.cvibgs.org
• BEBAN PARK IN NANAIMO*

Saturday & Sunday, March 8 & 9
Saturna Open Space 2008 ‘Sustaining Our Community
Services: Issues and Opportunities’—with rising costs, more
amenities and a population that stays relatively stable, how will
we pay for our amenities? • Rec Centre • Everyone welcome, no
charge • Registration/information: Judith 250-539-5405 • ON
SATURNA ISLAND

Fri, Sat & Sun, March 14, 15 & 16
Rock & Gem Show 2008—display of members crafts
& art; retailers from Western Canada, gold panning;
faceted jewels and beads; fossils; displays; Kiddies
Corner; door prize; silent auction; refreshments & more •
Leonardo Da Vinci Centre, 195 Bay Street • Fri 1–9pm, Sat
10am–6pm, Sun 10am–4pm • Tickets: Adults $5,
Seniors/Students $4, family (4) $10, 6 & under free •
Info: www.islandnet.com/~vlms • IN VICTORIA

Friday & Saturday, Mar 28 & 29
Victoria Sewing and Crafts Show—over 75 seminars daily,
exhibits, demonstrations, celebrity speakers, prizes, stage shows,
shop-till-you-drop • Victoria Conference Centre • 9am-6pm daily
• Tickets: 2-day pass $10 • Info: 1-888-245-6777 or
www.sewingandcraftsshow.com • IN VICTORIA

By over-riding the Islands Trust Act, the PMFL Act will
remove substantial areas of land from the protection of the
Islands Trust. Minister Bell has written that the Act will exclude
the intrusion of local government.
By over-riding the use of development permit areas that
protect the watersheds that lie in areas under a managed forest
plan it will open up the elevated catchment areas to house
building, road-laying, blasting, clear-cutting, and toxic spraying.
On a small island relying on groundwater at a time of climate
change, this is insanity.
It will eliminate the need for set-backs for development in
managed forest without hearing the voices of neighbouring
landowners whose interests may be affected.
It will accept into managed forest any land in any zone that
would qualify by having one owner of 25 hectares of contingent
lots, and some trees. The land is held at a tax advantage with
non-forest land carrying the burden. (You will see the F1 Review
can involve land outside the forest and its title misleads.)
It will give, with no advantage to or amenity for the
community, residential use to four subdivisions already
admitted into Managed Forest. They sprawl over 1100 acres of
forest zone and will be permitted at least 100 dwellings for
owners and staff under the Act. During the MacMillan Bloedel
tree farm divestiture, these subdivisions were created in nonconformity and appear to have been registered through
bureaucratic error. They have not been clearly mapped for public
information.
At the meeting of February 4, I suddenly felt overwhelmed
by this stifling of democracy. I found myself begging, imploring
the trustees ‘I am pleading with you to hear the people. Inform
them. Let them speak, and dialogue, and know what’s involved.
Let in the fresh air.’ I received the reply ‘Even if you do a
complete OCP review you’ll get the PMFL Act. Why delay it?’
Why not? The people may see an alternative … they have
much at stake.
The OCP is the peoples’ vision for the next few years. It holds
the past. It holds the future, It is our legacy to those still to come.
But we seem to be on an express train to calamity.
Bylaws #199 and #200 received first reading with the LTC
Chair, Gisele Rudischer in opposition.
Missing from all this is the public voice, the public debate, the
clear public information.
Margaret Griffiths, Galiano Island ✐

CJT ENTERPRISES
C R A F T

EXCAVATION AND CUSTOM
LANDSCAPE CONSTRUCTION
Landscaping • Trenching • Drainage • & More

250-883-9711
c_tarnowski@hotmail.com

ALUMINUM BOAT BUILDING
www.jaxoncraft.com • Comox, BC

Serving Greater Victoria
The Peninsula & The Gulf Islands
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Was it in the budget?
At Island Tides press time, a new poll finds 75% of British
Columbians support a carbon tax to fight climate change. And
they want the money from a carbon tax shift used for
environmental programs and other tax cuts.
The poll, commissioned by Sustainable Prosperity, was
conducted in between February 8 and 11, 2008. Its margin of
error is 3.1% 19 times out of 20.
‘This poll shows that British Columbians are willing to put
their money where their mouths are when it comes to tackling
climate change. They want to put a price on pollution,’ said
Stewart Elgie, the Chair of Sustainable Prosperity and Professor
of Law at the University of Ottawa. ‘This sends a powerful signal
to Premier Campbell that the public supports a carbon tax shift.’
Greenhouse gas emissions can either be reduced by legally
regulating limits on emissions or by putting a price on them
through taxation. The key finding of the survey reveals that 75%
of British Columbians prefer the use of carbon taxation over
regulation as a means of reducing the province’s greenhouse gas
emissions.
Of those who support the carbon tax idea, 3 in 4 support
using the revenues to fund transit, clean energy and home energy
efficiency initiatives. 1 in 4 support using revenues to reduce
other taxes. The results across other regions of Canada were
almost identical.
‘A carbon tax shift needs to be well designed, so the money is
used to help the environment and the economy, not to increase
general revenues,’ concluded Elgie ‘putting a price on carbon
emissions will help BC become a North American leader in
fighting climate change.’
A recent poll by Globescan was showing 80% support across
Canada for a carbon tax.
Sustainable Prosperity is a charitable, non-partisan, multistakeholder research and policy initiative. Its aim is to build a
greener and more prosperous economy for all Canadians.
Sustainable Prosperity is comprised of business leaders, top
academics, environmentalists, and policy change experts.
www.sustainableprosperity.ca. ✐

Butler Gravel &
Concrete…Better
from the ground up!
Reliable Service, Quality Products
& Competitive Prices
Serving All The Gulf Islands

Phone 250-652-4484
Fax 250-652-4486
6700 Butler Crescent, Saanichton, B.C.

Call Us Toll Free for Quotes on:
• Homeowners
• Farm
• Commercial
• Bed & Breakfasts
Salt Spring Island: #1103-115 Fulford-Ganges Road
Doug Guedes • 1-250-537-5527

Sidney: A2 - 9769 Fifth Street
Jason McCutcheon • 1-866-656-9886 • (656-9886)

Brentwood Bay: 7178 W. Saanich Rd
Doug Strong • 1-877-655-1141 • (652-1141)

Anchor Insurance Agencies Ltd.
Saanichton: #2-7855 East Saanich Road
Dan Olive • 1-800-663-0877

www.seafirstinsurance.com
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An Environmental Action Day
n extraordinary Environmental Action Day (EAD) is
being staged at the Southern Gulf Islands area secondary
school (GISS) in Ganges on February 28. The day-long
event will involve all 600 GISS students from Galiano, Mayne,
Pender, Saturna and Salt Spring. The school district’s
community members are also invited to attend the keynote
speeches, several of the workshops and evening events.
The day will not only raise awareness in the school and
community about environmental and climate change issues, but
will also provide opportunities to translate understanding into
action.
The GISS students planning the action day contend that it is
vital to present pressing issues in an atmosphere that
encourages students to foster a positive attitude in tackling
global issues. The day’s goal is to not only give students a way to
take action now, but also to inspire them in living a more
sustainable life into the future, and for them to encourage others
to do the same.
Environmental Action Day will feature speakers and
approximately
twenty workshops in
the categories: Food
Issues, Ecosystem
Destruction,
Consumerism, and
Climate
Change
Close to Home.

A

Voluntary Subscription? Keep
meaning to send it in? Help keep
all this great news coming!

Did something in this edition:
• inform you?
• pique your interest?
• amuse you?
• give you a warm, fuzzy feeling?
• make you a good contact?
• find you an opportunity?
• inspire you to take action?
• make a conversation topic?
• find you a good buy or service?
If you are receiving Island Tides in your Island
mailbox or if you pick it up from one of our 70 free
boxes located across the Strait of Georgia and from
Victoria to Nanaimo, you can show your support and
appreciation by mailing a voluntary subscription of

($25 + $1.25 gst = $26.25) to:
Box 55, Pender Island, B.C. V0N 2M0
(Or call us with your VISA number, 250-629-3660)
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And a heartfelt ‘Thank You’ to those of you
who have given subscriptions. And keep
those lovely letters coming. We paste them
all in our scrapbooks!

Sean W. Copeland
Financial Planner

Custom Portfolio Designs
RRIF, Pension & RRSP
604-889-5982
scopeland@shaw.ca
www.swcopeland.com
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Keynote
Speakers
Simon Jackson, 25year-old founder and
chairman of the 6million-strong, Spirit
Bear Youth Coalition
is
the
opening
SIMON JACKSON
speaker. He will tell
his unique ‘Power of One’ story. It includes how he
overcame roadblocks and skeptics to help make the
spirit bear one of the world’s foremost environmental
issues and how he helped create an historic land-use
agreement.
Closing speaker will be Dr Andrew Weaver,
award-winning UVic Earth and Ocean Sciences’
professor, who will speak on the Science and Politics
of Global Warming. His presentation will cover the
domestic and international policy options that can be
introduced to deal with the issues.

Dr Weaver was a lead author of the United Nations Intergovernmental Panel on Climate Change’s (UN-IPCC) third and
fourth scientific assessments.
Presenters and faciliators represent a gamut of approaches to
environmentalism, providing students with exposure not only to
key issues, but also to a variety of ways in which they can take
action. Local workshop presenters include Briony Penn, Karen
Hawboldt, Brandon Bauer, Aaron Ableman, Michael Dragland,
and Jan Steinman and Richard Iredale. Amongst organizations
providing facilitators are World Wildlife Fund, Sierra Club,
Check Your Head, Earthsave Canada, and Living Oceans
Society.
The majority of presenters are coming from Vancouver and
Victoria and include: Royal BC Museum’s Richard Hebda,
author and conservationist Terry Glavin, retired medical health
officer Dr John Blatherwick, and environmental activist Betty
Krawczyk.
For a taste of sustainability, a ‘local foods’ lunch will be served
in the cafeteria for students and presenters.

A Community Evening
As a follow-up and reflection on Environmental Action Day, an
evening event, the Love of Nature and Creative Resistance, will
be held in the multi-purpose room of the high school. Three
well-known authors and activists will grace the evening with
their knowledge and experience. Ronald Wright will speak on
‘Nature and Human Nature: The Rise and Fall of Civilizations,’
and Briony Penn and Betty Krawczyk will address ‘Working
Within the System,’ and ‘On the Front Line to Protect the Earth.’
An open discussion will follow these presentations. Everyone in
the community is invited to attend.
EAD coordinators are working in consultation with the
superintendent and the school board, the school administration,
several interested teachers,
Global
Awareness
and
Leadership groups in the
school, and the Earth Festival
Society. It is anticipated that
EAD will give students of GISS
a starting point for various
initiatives and that follow up to
this day will continue
throughout the remainder of
the school year.
A number of businesses,
institutions and individuals
ANDREW
have contributed to funding for
WEAVER
EAP. ✐

Get greener on the couch
Most of us are thinking green these days, especially as spring is
round the corner. However the impacts of our technology-based
lives are quite complex. We shouldn’t use wood, we should use
wood—it’s confusing to know if we are taking the right steps. And
how to change our habits, like taking along the shopping bag
hanging by the door?
BC’s dependable ideas channel, Knowledge Network, is
showing two insightful series this spring, Big Ideas for a Small
Planet and Design:e2. The shows begin on Thursday, March 13,
at 8pm.
Big Ideas showcases environmentally-friendly creations
from clothing to furniture and cars. Design:e2, focuses on
innovative buildings created through sustainable architecture.
In the 13-part Big Ideas for a Small Planet, scientists, fashion
designers, entrepreneurs and inventors tell us about products
and processes that are on the cutting-edge of an environmental
revolution. Each half-hour episode revolves around a different
green theme—such as clothing, fuel, food or the workplace—with
expert commentary to provide the big-picture context to each
week’s stories.
From inspiring to wacky, the lively and entertaining Big Ideas
for a Small Planet shows us how ingenuity and alternate ways of
thinking can have the potential to transform our everyday lives.
This series was produced for the Sundance Channel, which
operates under the creative direction of Robert Redford.

School District #64
(Gulf Islands)

KINDERGARTEN REGISTRATION
Any child who will be five (5) years of age on or
before December 31, 2008 (born in 2003) should
register for the 2008/2009 school year in the school
office February 25 to February 28, 2008.

1 800 655 5574
WWW.PRECRAFTEDHOMES.COM

~ Michelle Mech

Galiano Community School
(February 25, 26 & 27 only)
9:00 a.m. to 12:00 p.m.
Mayne Elementary/Jr. Secondary School
8:00 a.m. to 11:00 a.m.
Pender Islands Elementary Secondary School
9:00 a.m. to 12:00 p.m.
Saturna Elementary School
11:30 a.m. to 2:30 p.m.
Parents or Guardians:
Please bring with you the following documentation:
• Verification of the child’s birth date and
citizenship status (birth certificate, passport or
Landed Immigrant authorization)
• Care Card, and
• Immunization records.

Don’t change channels because at 8:30pm Design:e2
explores how architecture and environmentalism can work
together to build a greener future. This next half-hour introduces
architects, designers and new technologies that are creating
sustainable building practices worldwide. Design:e2 travels
across the globe, examining the rise of sustainable skyscrapers
and towers in New York; community-based sustainable
construction in Mexico and Texas; the promotion of green
building practices by Chicago’s city government; recycling
construction waste from Boston’s ‘Big Dig’ project; and China’s
determination to improve its building practices and the
ecological risk it poses if it does not.
The program also travels to India, Colombia, and Amsterdam
to discover eco-friendly designs for schools, government
buildings, public housing, and industrial landscapes. Design:e2
features insightful interviews with experts, policymakers and
visionaries who are leaders in sustainable architecture and
design. The series explores the challenges in creating sustainable
buildings in which we can live, work and play—as well as the
possibility that pragmatic solutions are within reach.

Knowledge Network
As British Columbia’s public educational broadcaster,
Knowledge Network delivers in-depth, compelling
documentaries,
non-violent,
educational
children’s
programming, and unique and entertaining drama to all British
Columbians. Funded by the provincial government and more
than 25,000 individual donors (there is a fundraising drive on at
the moment), it produces over 50 hours of original
programming per year.
More than 25% of British Columbians watch Knowledge
Network for diverse programming that supports the pursuit of
lifelong
learning.
The
enhanced
website
at
www.knowledgenetwork.ca provides exciting and innovative
learning opportunities that enrich viewer experiences. ✐

WATERFRONT PROPERTY
FOR SALE ON VALDES ISLAND

4.95

$189,900
TO

7

ACRE LOTS

RICHARD HILL

AMEX BROADWAY WEST REALTY

604-948-0434
WWW .WESTCOASTLAND .NET
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Saturna Notes ~ Priscilla Ewbank
he birds are coming back, the nascent
weeds are just pushing up propelled by
vigorous roots that have garnered their
strength all winter!
So much is growing, little green bits on the
roses, grass in coddled, sunlit places, and it
won’t be long before you can read in the car as
you wait to load onto the 6:30am sailing of the
Mayne Queen. (This is a real turning point in
the year for many Islanders!)
Time to start those peas and early crops. The
last couple of years I have had no success
planting beans and pea-seeds directly into the
soil. Every time, most have been harvested by
my bird friends before they got anywhere. I
have planted peas that are 6 inches tall and had
the same problem—time for new strategies.
What a conundrum for a bird-loving gardener!
A minute ago the patio garden was bustling
with birds: towhees ripping up the leaves to get
to the dirt, robins listening for earthworm
engines, juncos bustling about on the ground
and lower branches, and the occasional fox
sparrow thrown in. Then zam, the whole lot as
one unit, flew up and off to safety. A sharp
shinned hawk was zooming around trying to
catch any one of them. Then silence, no
movement, maybe a little sigh from the
earthworms—whew, spared!

T

Annual Open Space Forum

APC Meeting
The Advisory Planning Commission held it’s
first meeting in a while to provide a forum for
an application from Saturna Winery to change
our Saturna Beach zoning of Water Zone–A
(residential) to Water Zone–B (limited
commercial). The present zoning specifically
states that the permitted uses of a dock in this
location are residential.
The first order of business was the reelection of John Money as chair and the
election of Jon Guy as vice-chair. No less than
four ex-Islands trustees sit on the commission:
Harvey Janszen, John Gaines, Bill Sheffeld and
John Money. Joan Coombes is also a member.
Conversation was lively and the meeting was
CONSERVATION AWARD from page 1
been recognized as British Columbia’s official
provider of scientific information on the
province’s species and ecological communities.
Answering more than 1,000 information
requests per year, the centre provides
biodiversity information to a variety of clients.
Among those clients is BC Hydro, one of the
centre’s nine founding organizations, which
recently strengthened its collaborative efforts
to protect species at risk through an
information-sharing agreement signed this
past summer with BC-Conservation Data
Centre.
‘BC-CDC provides high-quality information
that ensures continuity among the provincial,
federal, and international systems for ranking
species at risk,’ said Dr Scott Harrison, a senior
environmental co-ordinator with BC Hydro,
‘providing access to the information in a form
that BC Hydro can use for all aspects of work,
from long-term planning to day-to-day
operations.’
‘In the past year, BC-CDC has made major
advancements in getting the scientific
information that we manage into broader use
in conservation-related decisions in the
province,’ said Shane Ford, co-ordinator of the
centre. ‘Our work with BC Hydro and other
companies has much broader applications. If
getting the information into the vehicles of the
crews that do hydro line maintenance

The provincial government plans to repeal the
three sections of its contract-breaking Bill 29
Health and Social Services Delivery Act that
were declared unconstitutional by the Supreme
Court of Canada.
The sections were imposed by the
government in January 2002 without any
consultation with unions representing affected
employees. In particular they removed all
restrictions on contracting out ‘non-clinical
services,’ and prohibited any contract clause
that required a health employer to consult with
a union before contracting out. A clause
affecting layoff and bumping rights expired at
the end of 2005.
The government announced its plan to
repeal the sections during a meeting with health
care union representatives on January 30. It’s
expected the government will introduce
legislation repealing the sections in the current
legislative session.
The announcement follows settlements with
the unions last weekend that provide
compensation and training options for
members affected by the unconstitutional
provisions, and processes committing the
government and employers to consult
meaningfully with unions about changes in the

future that would affect their members.
The government’s action represents a clear
vindication for nurses and other health care
workers and their unions who took the case
against Bill 29 to the highest court in the land,’
says BC Nurses’ Union President Debra
McPherson. ‘The Supreme Court decision last
June established collective bargaining as a
constitutionally-protected right of all
Canadians under our Charter of Rights and
Freedoms.
‘We hope the repeal and the recent
settlements signal a new determination on the
part of government and health employers to
bring in health care employees and their unions
as partners in the effort to provide quality
health care for British Columbians,’ McPherson
commented.
At the time of the Appeal in June 2003, the
National Union of Public and General Workers
declared, ‘BC’s health authorities have used the
provisions of Bill 29 to close 50 health facilities
across BC, cut services and radically expand the
role of private corporations in the public health
care system. ✐

Liberal Visit
On Saturday, March 1, Briony Penn, federal
Liberal candidate for Saanich–Gulf Islands, will
be on Saturna to meet Islanders, answer
questions and to listen to their issues. She will
arrive on the morning boat, meet people at the

Meet Salt Spring
Island Transit!
Salt Spring Island residents have a brand new transit system and
more travel choices.
1 Ganges: Serves Ganges, hospital and seniors areas,
high school and the new recreation centre.
2 Fulford Harbour: From Ganges to Fulford.
3 Vesuvius: From Ganges to Vesuvius.
4 Long Harbour: Ganges to Long Harbour.

Photo: FOCUS MAGAZINE

Planning for the second Saturna Open Space
forum is coming along well (see What’s On?
page 5 for details). The Open Space byword is
‘active fun fosters creativity and respect—and
the unexpected!’ Within the main topic
‘sustaining our community’, participants create
their own communal agenda of topics.
Everyone is free to choose which of the
discussions they will attend, and for how long.
The forum is timely because Saturna has
new community initiatives on the drawing
board, and well-respected and well-used
services that need to be maintained. How will
we support with our resources—financial and
human—two new fire-halls, an ambulance
centre, the rec centre, our community hall and
all of the many necessary committees and all of
the fun-ways, that support our well-being on
Saturna?
This forum provides a place to explore and
creatively engage our best selves to resolve
issues and create solutions. Food is served
throughout the gathering. The event is free
thanks to Susan DeGryp and a grant-in-aid
from the CRD.

well chaired by John Money. Our two trustees
were alert and attentive to what they were
hearing from the APC members and the
audience. It is clear that there are
environmental and social issues of importance
that the trustees will have to take into
consideration; this small bay already hosts
three docks.
The issue is where is the dock to be placed so
that it does the least environmental damage,
encroaches the least on the swimming beach
and so that the commercial venture that is part
of a thirty-two lot water access subdivision does
not impinge unnecessarily on the lot owners.
In a letter, adjoining strata property
members indicate that the stated needs of the
winery should be met in another way, due to
environmental concerns and future usage
interfering with the use of Thomson Park. A
letter from Saturna Island Parks and
Recreation Commission did not support a
commercial dock in front of Thomson Park,
Saturna’s community park with an excellent
swimming beach and the only one with
adjoining upland (7 acres).
Of those present, many supported the
winery having access by the boating public for
its financial success. This issue will come before
the Local Trust Committee when it meets
Wednesday, February 20, 12:30pm at the Rec
Centre.

Government to repeal sections of Bill 29
declared unconstitutional

FARES
Adult/Senior/Student
Child (under 5 years)
Tickets (sheets of 10)

$2.00
FREE
$15.00

BRIONY PENN

general store, the cafe, and at recycling, take a
tour through the pub, and then attend a potluck
dinner at the community hall starting at 6pm.
Everyone is welcome to attend the potluck
dinner. This is your chance to buttonhole one of
our federal candidates before the election gets
hot and heavy and the candidates need to head
to the larger population areas for campaigning.
The riding of Saanich–Gulf Islands is currently
held by Progressive Conservative Gary Lunn. ✐

continues to show great promise, this could be
a model replicated across Canada and the US.’
The award from NatureServe recognizes a
long list of additional exceptional
achievements, including:
• Integrated the use of BC-Conservation
Data Centre’s conservation status-ranking
system into a provincial framework. The
system provides critical inputs into setting
conservation priorities in the province.
• Increased access to CDC information
through the online BC Species and Ecosystem
Explorer, a source for authoritative
conservation information on more than 5,000
plants and animals and more than 600
ecological communities (ecosystems) in British
Columbia.
• Produced a brochure on the rare dune
ecosystems of British Columbia.
• Played a key role in developing an
information sharing policy and procedures for
the Ecosystems and Regional Operations
branches
within
the
Environmental
Stewardship Division of the Ministry of
Environment.
For more information on the B.C.
Conservation
Data
Centre,
visit
For
more
www.env.gov.bc.ca/cdc/.
information
on
NatureServe,
visit
www.natureserve.org/. ✐

Be Part of the Solution....

Take Transit
Capital
Regional
District

www.busonline.ca
Transit Info: 537•6758

We Deliver Peace of Mind
Manufacturing Quality Log Homes

Call now... we’ll build your dream!
Toll free: 1.866.462.9608

14093-256th St.
Maple Ridge, BC, V4R 1C9
Email: info@calicologhomes.com
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Urban Land-use Restrictions
Lead to Higher House Prices
~ David Seymour

Grow your wealth
right here at home.
4.00%
90 DAY

CONVERTIBLE
TERM DEPOSIT*

A premium rate,
convertible any time.

5.00%
5 YEAR

STEP-UP
TERM DEPOSIT*

5.00% 5th year rate.†
Redeemable on anniversaries.

When you invest with Island Savings, you’re building a better future
– for yourself and for the Islands we call home.
Better yet, with these special term deposit rates, you get the choice, ﬂexibility
and security* you want in a powerful investment. One that’s also RRSPeligible. Take advantage of these limited time rates – and see for yourself
why it’s good to be here.

Some city planners say extending the boundaries of sprawling
cities is like loosening your belt a notch to deal with obesity. It is
a cute saying, but the release of the fourth edition of an
international housing affordability survey reinforces the growing
view that it also tells us a lot about whether we will be able to
afford a house. Canada has the most affordable housing in the
English-speaking world, but there is no room for complacency.
The Demographia International Housing Affordability
Survey compares the affordability of housing in 227 large cities
in Australia, Canada, Ireland, New Zealand, The United
Kingdom and The United States. Affordability is measured using
the median multiple, which expresses the median house price as
a multiple of the median household income. For example, in
Thunder Bay the median household income is $58,500 and the
median house price is $107,800, which gives a median multiple
of 1.8.
Thunder Bay has the most affordable housing of the 29
Canadian cities on this list. On the other hand, the figures for
Kelowna are $446,300 for the median house, while the median
household income is $52,200, for a median multiple of 8.5.
Canadian houses are the cheapest of the six countries, with a
national median of 3.5 compared to 6.3 in New Zealand and
Australia. Prices are rising in more markets than they are falling,
but it is the differences across Canada that are most interesting.
And they are dramatic. A Kelowna homebuyer pays off the
equivalent of a house in Thunder Bay and then does it again
almost four more times. Worse, these house prices actually
understate the true cost differences because houses that are
more expensive mean larger loans and higher interest rates. This
year, the Demographia links to a mortgage calculator that takes
these real differences into account.
How did these differences come about, and how much do
they matter?
Such wide gaps are a recent development in the history of
home ownership. From the post-war boom to the 1980s, median
multiples of between 2-4 years median income were the norm.
It is only in the last decade that some markets have dramatically
increased in price, which gives us a clue as to the reason. It is a
localized phenomenon, not a nationwide one. It is not an issue of
income because the median multiple is calculated with income
as the base. It could be that some places are just nicer to live, so
people are prepared to pay more for houses there. However, it
seems unlikely that a homebuyer values living in Victoria
(median multiple 7.3) more than twice as much as living in
Halifax (3.1).
It is not a matter of fast-growing cities having problems
keeping up with demand. Analyzing affordability by relative
demand shows no relationship between demand and housing
affordability. The fastest-growing city of more than 5,000,000 in
the high-income world, Atlanta, has superior housing
affordability.
This is where the belt-tightening analogy ties in. With all the
previous explanations falling flat, the one thing that
unaffordable markets have in common is the attitude among
local city planners that city growth, like obesity, is a bad thing.
When city planners impose city growth boundaries or
metropolitan urban limits and other constraints on developing
more land for housing, residents are left to bid up the prices of
existing houses until they reach the same price as building on
one of the rare available lots.
As house prices relative to income increase by double or
more, communities are badly affected. Investing an extra
$100,000 in a house purely because land constraints have
inflated prices does nothing for the economy compared to
investing or spending to create jobs and wealth. Squeezing
people out of owning a physical stake in the community is a form
of social exclusion that often hits the most at-risk members of
the community hardest. Worse, it creates political tension
between the haves, who would like to see housing stay
expensive, and the have-nots, who would like to be able to buy a
more affordable house.
Canada, for the most part, is in a choice international position
when it comes to housing, but this should not be taken for
granted; some areas need to take action against severely
unaffordable housing. A consensus is emerging that, as former
Reserve Bank of New Zealand governor-general Donald Brash
wrote in the survey’s introduction, ‘The affordability of housing
is overwhelmingly a function of just one thing, the extent to
which governments place artificial restrictions on the supply of
residential land.’
Canada’s opportunity is to make housing affordability the
number one city planning priority before we find ourselves in the
same difficulty as others.
David Seymour is the Saskatchewan Policy Analyst at the
Frontier Centre for Public Policy. The Demographia Housing
Affordability Survey can be downloaded from www.fcpp.org.
HEROES from page 3

* Each ‘Separate Deposit’ as deﬁned by Regulations is guaranteed up to $100,000 by the Credit Union Insurance Corporation.
Interest rates subject to change without notice. †See branch for details.

BRENTWOOD 544-4041
LADYSMITH 245-0456

CEDAR 722-7073

CHEMAINUS 246-3273

LAKE COWICHAN 749-6631

SHAWNIGAN 743-5395

DOUGLAS & BROUGHTON 385-4728

MAYFAIR MALL 385-4476

WEST SHORE 474-7262

MILL BAY 743-5534

WOODGROVE CENTRE 390-7070

DUNCAN 746-4171

SALT SPRING 537-5587

www.ISCU.com
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This year’s winner will be recognized as part of the 5th Annual
Earth Day Canada Gala in Toronto, on June 18.
Earth Day Canada was recognized in 2004 as the top
environmental education organization in North America by the
Washington-based North American Association for
Environmental Education (NAAEE), the world’s largest
association of environmental educators. Earth Day Canada
regularly partners with thousands of organizations in all parts of
Canada.
For more information, or to nominate yourself, an individual
or group from your community, please visit
www.earthday.ca/hometown. The deadline for applications is
April 22. ✐

Fair trade business wins award
A Victoria-based company whose mission is to
trade fairly and directly with small-scale
producers in developing countries, and to
market their products in North America
offering customers ethical choices, has been
award a business excellence award.
Victoria’s Business Examiner publication
named Level Ground as its 2007 choice. ‘This
award is very comprehensive; it recognizes all
the components of what we do,’ said Stacey
Toews, Level Ground co-owner. ‘Over 10 years,
the question has always been, ‘Yeah, they’re
nice, but do they know how to run a business?’
We’re encouraged that this award
acknowledges the way we consider all the triple

bottom line components.’
Level Ground has fair trade relationships
with producers in five countries: Colombia,
Bolivia, Peru, Tanzania and Ethiopia. The
company wholesales coffee, dried tropical fruit
and cane sugar.
In 2007, the company increased sales by
22%, adding 200 new accounts, as well as
increasing staffing, and adding facilities and
production equipment.
Innovation and improvements to empower
employees ranged from a focus on education
and training; to having staff visit producer
countries and attend events related to the
broader fair trade movement. ✐

Yes, Minister Mind-set Thwarts Effective
Environmental Policy ~ Robert D. Sopuck
ast Christmas, I received the complete
set of the BBC comedy series, Yes
Minister. The series explores the
hilarious interplay between the hapless Jim
Hacker Minister of the fictional British
Department of Administrative Affairs and his
head civil servant, Sir Humphrey Appleby, and
the cross-purposes of their goals.
Hacker began his ministerial career with the
lofty and altruistic ambition to make Britain a
better place to live, while Sir Humphrey’s is
simply to expand the department and ensure
that the ‘rule by civil servant’ continues.
In fact, in one episode, in which Sir
Humphrey reports on the opening of a new
hospital, he tells the Minister that it has 500
staff and is running like a fine Swiss watch.
‘Splendid, Humphrey,’ says the Minister,
sensing a political opportunity. ‘And how many
patients are we looking after?’
Sir Humphrey, looking shocked, responds:
‘None. We’re not ready, Minister.’
So what, the Minister asks, are 500 people
doing in a patient-free hospital? Speaking as if
to a little child, Sir Humphrey describes the
memo writing, the human resource activities,
the studies and the committees, all contributing
to a well-run hospital. ‘In fact,’ he beams, ‘we’re
up for an award.’
Funny, no doubt, but it slowly dawns on you
that the episode is closer to reality than is
comfortable.
Public spending on the environment,
broadly defined, has exploded. Canada’s Sir
Humphreys, sensing a golden opportunity,
started expanding their empires, all the while
assuring their ministers, ‘There are lots of good
things happening.’ What are we really getting
for all this money and, more importantly, what
are we seeing in the way of real environmental
changes such as cleaner air and water, more
wildlife, endangered species recovery and
better flood control?
In 2006, the Commissioner of Environment
and Sustainable Development, Johanne
Gélinas, issued a critical report on the climate
change activities of the government of Canada
from 1997 to 2005. She noted, ‘Since 1997, the
government has announced over $6?billion in
funding for initiatives on climate change.’
The Commissioner went on to say:
‘On the whole, the government’s response to
climate change is not a good story. At a
government-wide level, our audits revealed
inadequate leadership, planning and
performance. To date, the approach has lacked
foresight and direction and has created

L

FALKLANDS from page 3
types.
By now you must be wondering what
happened to the penguins. There are five
breeding species on the Falklands (king,
gentoo,
magellanic,
macaroni,
and
rockhopper), nesting on the numerous islets
and holding raucous town meetings on the
beaches.
The Falklands are also home to over
800,000 black browed albatrosses and
numerous other species, including turkey
vultures (well, somebody has to keep camp
tidy), petrels, cormorants, ducks, geese, and the

confusion and uncertainty for those trying to
deal with it. Many of the weaknesses identified
in our audits are of the government’s own
making.’
It does not matter if you believe in global
warming or not, the Commissioner’s example
points to an appalling waste of money and
resources at a time when we have real
environmental problems which are not being
addressed. What did that $6 billion buy us,
besides an increase in the size of the federal civil
service? How many lakes have been cleaned up,
water treatment plants built, riverbanks
protected and wildlife conserved?
For example, take Lake Winnipeg. The lake
experiences serious algae blooms due to excess
nutrient inflows. But the provincial and federal
response has simply been more boards,
commissions and advisory boards.
In 1998, we got the Lake Winnipeg Research
Consortium. In 2003, the Manitoba
government released the Lake Winnipeg Action
Plan, and then created the Lake Winnipeg
Stewardship Board (LWSB). That was
followed, in 2005, by a ‘Report on Public
Discussion. Finally, last year, the LWSB
released its final report.
Not to be outdone, the federal environment
minister of the time, Stephane Dion, waded in
(pun intended) in 2005 and announced a $1.1
million per year water quality monitoring. The
Conservatives continued the tradition and
announced it would spend $18 million on Lake
Winnipeg, assuring us that ‘The increased
funding for the clean-up of the Lake Winnipeg
Basin will support a science-based approach to
understanding how nutrient runoff affects the
ecology of the lake and how to control nutrient
contributions in watersheds.’
But we already know ‘how to control
nutrient contributions in watersheds.’ What we
really need are programs that actually fix
things, not more studies, committees and
consultations. Not one cent of the money spent
so far has kept one nutrient molecule from
entering Lake Winnipeg.
Don’t blame our elected officials, however.
They rely on departmental ‘experts,’ whose
goals may be at cross purposes to theirs. When
the Minister asks if he is sure this is the right
thing to do for the environment, our very own
Sir Humphreys quickly reply: ‘Yes, Minister!’
Robert D. Sopuck is the director of the Smart
Green Project for the Frontier Centre for Public
Policy (www.fcpp.org) and a member of the
National Round Table on the Environment
and the Economy. ✐

black-crowned night heron.
The birds share the rocky, windy coastline
with elephant seals, sea lions, dolphins, and a
few orcas. From September through May,
wildlife watching is a major visitor attraction.
It is often asked why Britain ceded Hong
Kong to China while going to war over the
Falklands. The answer may be that the Islands
are, and have been for nearly 200 years,
aggressively British to the core. Even today,
visiting Argentinians are reminded by polite
window signs not to express themselves too
clearly. ✐
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Salt Spring farm plan unveiled ~ Jan Steinman
Over two years in the making, the Salt Spring
Island Area Farm Plan (AFP) was unveiled on
January 26 at a meeting in Gulf Islands
Secondary School to an enthusiastic audience
of over 100 farmers and others interested in
local agriculture. Anne Macey, project
administrator of the AFP Steering Committee,
served as MC and introduced a broad range of
speakers.
Pender Islander, Derek Masselink
presented the AFP in detail, while Jill Hatfield,
Ramone Scott, and Heather Pritchard provided
insight from related efforts in other regions.
Brent Warner gave a dynamic presentation on
value-added agriculture and agri-tourism, and
Pat Reichert described the ‘Growing Up
Organic’ project, which aims to increase the
amount of organic, local food served in local
community institutions, such as assisted living
facilities, schools, and health care facilities.
Salt Spring’s Area Farm Plan calls for
establishing an Island Agricultural Alliance,
creating a community farmland trust, and
providing community facilities that support the
expansion of agricultural activities.
These three key strategies are supplemented
by a number of other recommendations critical

for sustainable farming on the island including:
protecting agricultural land and increasing land
available for farming; improving availability
and affordability of farm housing; coordinating production and sale of local farm
products; establishing a voluntary‘code of
practice to encourage beneficial farm
management; improving local understanding
and appreciation of agriculture; influencing
government planning to prioritize agriculture;
developing local agri-tourism guidelines; and
improving local food security.
Following the formal presentations, about
80 participants enjoyed a delicious local food
dinner in the GISS cafeteria, prepared by chefs
Bruce Wood, Marcel Kauer, Christine
Godlongton, Milly Sinclair and the GISS
culinary arts students.
The Area Farm Plan is a joint project of
Investment Agriculture Foundation of BC,
Agriculture and Agri-food Canada, Island
Farmers Institute, Island Natural Growers, The
Islands Trust, BC Ministry of Agriculture and
Land, and Capital Regional District
The complete 98-page AFP report is available
on-line at: http://tinyurl.com/25fs9g. ✐

NORTH PENDER ISLAND
LOCAL TRUST COMMITTEE
Visit our website at: www.islandstrust.ca

E-mail:information@islandstrust.ca

ADVISORY PLANNING COMMISSION
APPOINTMENTS
The North Pender Island Local Trust Committee is requesting
expressions of interest for up to eight (8) positions on the Advisory
Planning Commission. As required by the Local Government Act,
appointees must be electors of the North Pender Island Local Trust Area
and two-thirds (2/3) of the APC must be residents of the North Pender
Island Local Trust Area.
Please send your expression of interest, listing your related experience
for the positions, by 4:30 p.m., Tuesday, February 29, 2008 to:
North Pender Island Local Trust Committee
c/o Kathy Jones
Islands Trust,
Suite 200 - 1627 Fort Street
Victoria, B.C. V8R 1H8
Fax: (250) 405-5155 or
Email: kjones@islandstrust.bc.ca

Relatives far away? They can keep up with the Islands by reading
the full copy of Island Tides on the Internet - www.islandtides.com

It’s like they are still visiting!

www.islandtides.com
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Commentary ~ Murray Dobbin and Ellen Gould

Food Fight
hallenging Europeans over their right to
choose what food they grow and eat
seems like a lousy way to make friends
across the Atlantic. But this is exactly what
Canada has done by giving the European Union
a deadline of February 11 to change its policies
on genetically modified foods.
Canada wants to open up the European
market to imports of Canadian genetically
modified products, particularly canola oil.
The big stick Canada can wield is a
November 2006 World Trade Organization
ruling. The WTO decreed in a complaint
brought by the US, Canada and Argentina that
the EU had violated its WTO obligations by
creating ‘undue delays’ in the approval of
genetically modified organisms (GMOs).
If the EU does not comply with the WTO
ruling, it could have to pay the price in the form
of hundreds of millions of dollars in trade
sanctions. Europe has been given what is
considered a reasonable period to comply, but
time is now running out.

C

Europeans Won’t be Bullied
This is no minor issue in Europe. The European
Commission has been surveying attitudes
towards GMOs in all member states for 15 years
now, and despite intense marketing efforts by
international agribusiness, the opposition to

GMOs only seems to be growing. The EU’s
pollsters have discovered a ‘striking’ decline in
acceptance of GM foods over recent years even
though Europeans are expressing support for
other uses of biotechnology.
North American attitude over the WTO
decision will not wash in Europe. Helen Holder,
GMO campaign coordinator at Friends of the
Earth Europe argued the panel’s narrow ruling
on technical grounds did not mean Canada and
the US could bully Europeans into accepting
GM food. She pointed out that the WTO never
concluded that GMOs were safe.
Holder says that if the spirit of the era was
‘the market must decide,’ then the answer
seemed clear: the European market had largely
decided against GMOs. She pointed to
consumer-driven decisions by major European
food chains such as Tesco to not stock
genetically-modified foods.

that had previously been approved for
cultivation in France. Trade bureaucrats on
both sides of the Atlantic must have felt like
they were trying to herd cats.
Remember this is the same Sarkozy—
nicknamed ‘Sarko the American’—who came
into office as the right-wing candidate
promising to improve relations with the US. Yet
there he was, apparently siding with the radical
anti-GMO campaigner Jose Bove and throwing
gas on the fire of a transatlantic trade dispute.
Sarkozy’s decision allowed Bove to end his
eight-day hunger strike against cultivation of
GM corn in France. It means the only GM crop
currently being grown in France is now banned,
a tremendous victory for Bove and France’s
GM-free campaigners.

Sarkozy Sides with Bove

Sarkozy’s ban came on the heels of a report by
the French government’s scientific authority on
GMOs. This report cited new scientific evidence
that the GM corn might have a negative impact
on insects and its pollen could be dispersed
further than previously thought. The report also
said new studies suggest it is impossible not to
have cross-pollination between GM and nonGM fields.
The scientists advising the French
government did not all agree with the
conclusions the report drew from the new
studies. Sarkozy acknowledged this scientific
uncertainty but said ‘with the principle of
precaution at stake, I am making a major
political decision to carry our country to the
forefront of the debate on the environment.’
Canada and US trade negotiators working to
expand markets for GMOs don’t only have a
problem with individual European Union states
like France. Although they can get a
sympathetic ear from European Commission
trade officials, the environment commissioner
Stavro Dimas is proving to be a major headache
for them. On January 21, Dimas was accused of
snubbing the US trade representative when he
declined to meet with her to discuss the GM
dispute.

The depth of feeling in Europe over this issue
and the strange bedfellows it makes were
evident in a surprise move by French President
Nicolas Sarkozy on January 10. At the very time
EU and North American trade officials were
working out how Europe could conform with
the WTO decision, Sarkozy’s government came
up with a new ban on a Monsanto corn variety

PUBLISHER-IN-TRAINING
Here’ss a once in a lifetime opportunity for the right person to become a leader in an expanding

www.islandtides.com

publication Island Tides coastal community newspaper is seeking a responsible motivated person
with wide experience in production newspaper circulation website management and advertising
Us: an independent circulating throughout the Strait of Georgia and / online Island Tides
provides indepth coverage of local regional and global topics serious and lighthearted; together with
highvisibility advertising
You: Must be a resourceful fast learner selfstarter eager problem solver interested in all
aspects of publication You will need excellent telephone electronic media and people skills
Send your application to: Christa GraceWarrick President Island Tides Publishing Ltd Box 
Pender Island BC VN M or email to: islandtides@islandtidescom In your letter tell us in 
words or less what a publisher does

Do you have a knack for business?
Do you have ink in your veins?
Do you pay attention to details?
Do you have a passionate work ethic?
Do you enjoy the challenge of deadlines?
Do you want to lead others?

PUBLIC INPUT
Islands Trust
Proposed 2008-2009 Annual Budget
Visit our web site at:
www.islandstrust.bc.ca

E-mail: budget2008@islandstrust.bc.ca

We’d like to hear from you
The Islands Trust invites input from the public on its proposed annual
budget. Trust Council will consider your input during its budget
deliberations, before it makes a final decision on Thursday, March 13.
You can get all the budget details directly from the following Islands
Trust offices:
1-500 Lower Ganges
Road
Salt Spring Island, BC
Phone: 250-537-9144

700 North Road
Gabriola Island, BC
Phone: 250-247-2063

200-1627 Fort Street
Victoria, BC
Phone: 250-405-5151

This information is also available on the Island Trusts website at
www.islandstrust.bc.ca
Submissions from the public regarding the financial plan must be delivered by:

4:30 p.m. Wednesday, March 5
Islands Trust Council
Attention: Treasurer
#200-1627 Fort Street
Victoria, BC V8R 1H8
OR
Fax: (250) 405-5155
OR
E-mail at: budget2008@islandstrust.bc.ca

New Studies, More
European GM Bans

New Science, Leaked Fears
Dimas is the EU’s point person in getting
individual member states to conform with EU
law on GMOs. That means in theory Dimas
should be working to overcome existing bans
on GM crops in Hungary, Austria, and now
France. He seems headed, though, in the
opposite direction. Dimas has proposed
European-wide bans on two GM corn varieties
that the European food safety authority had
recommended for approval in 2005.
Dimas, like Sarkozy, is pointing to new
science about the risks of GMOs to justify bans.
In his leaked recommendations to the
European Commission, Dimas refers to studies
that suggest potential negative impacts of the
GM corn varieties. These include risks for
species like Monarch butterflies, problems for
stream ecosystems, and variations in toxin
concentrations that ‘may lead to unpredicted
interactions with the environment.’
The European biotech industry immediately
responded to Dimas’s recommendations,
claiming that the studies he relied on actually

favoured GMOs or involved ‘sloppy’ research.

Canadians Equally Opposed
Despite the relative lack of news coverage of
GMOs in Canada, the most recent survey done
for the federal government on Canadian
attitudes shows they are remarkably similar to
those of Europeans. The 2006 Decima survey
found: ‘The main aspect of biotechnology that
engenders concern is GM food. Overall
attitudes toward GM food tend to be more
negative than positive.’
But unlike Europeans, Canadians have not
had national governments willing to reflect
their views in legislation. In sharp contrast with
the EU’s tough regulations, Canada’s labelling
standard for GM foods is voluntary, and has
proven to be as ineffective as critics warned it
would be. This despite the 2003 Decima poll
showing 88% of Canadians surveyed wanted
mandatory labelling.
As well as the WTO case and other trade
action Canada has taken to expand markets for
existing GMOs, Canada is notorious
internationally for trying to undermine the de
facto moratorium on ‘terminator seeds’ in the
UN Convention on Biological Diversity.
Terminator seeds have been hugely
controversial because they are deliberately
designed to be sterile after first harvest.

Ag Minister Ritz:
‘Terminator’ Friendly
Gerry Ritz, Canada’s current agriculture
minister, seems to be favourably disposed to
Canadian approval of ‘genetic use restriction
technologies,’ the form of GMO that includes
‘Terminator’ seeds. Ritz has responded to
concerns about the technology by echoing the
arguments made by the biotech industry. He
has written that while it is true that this
technology ‘could impact farmers’ ability to
save seed for cultivation the next year’ he argues
that on the positive side ‘the same technologies
could prevent the unwanted spread of seeds
and pollen in the environment.’
Ritz dismisses worries about the
monopolistic control the technology would
transfer to transnational seed companies by
saying anti-competitive behaviour could be
dealt with by Canada’s Competition Bureau.
Given the bureau’s track record this is truly
faint hope.
Although it is a tough slog in this country,
Canadians concerned about GMOs have found
some champions for their cause. Some
examples of organizational efforts are: CBAN,
the Canadian Biotechnology Action Network,
Greenpeace Canada’s campaign for mandatory
labelling, and RightOnCanada’s online
campaign for federal legislation to ban
terminator seeds.
In Parliament last year, the NDP introduced
Bill C448, which would have banned
terminator technology. Despite this attention
and Canadians’ convictions, both the Liberals
and the Harper Conservatives are right where
you would expect them to be: on the side of big
business.
For links to campaigns and background go to:
hetyee.ca/Views/2008/01/28/FoodFight/. ✐

WILDFIRE CENTRE from page 1
Krueger, MLA for Kamloops-North Thompson. ‘We place a high value on the work done by our
local fire crews and fire centre, and welcome the provincial fire control room and its staff to this
area.’
‘We have already proven that Kamloops is a good location from which to provide services for
British Columbians no matter where they live,’ said Claude Richmond, MLA for Kamloops. ‘The
provincial Air Tanker Centre has been located here for the last dozen years, and has been a huge
success.’
The fire control room, along with aviation co-ordination services and weather forecasting
sections, will be co-located with the ministry’s other protection facilities at Kamloops Airport.
Kamloops was selected as a logical location for the consolidation of services as it already is home
to the provincial Air Tanker Centre, and the Kamloops Fire Centre, the busiest fire centre in the
province.
Consolidating firefighting co-ordination services in Kamloops will assist the program in
moving ahead with key strategic improvements, particularly in staff recruitment and integrated
business processes, says the government. As well, the consolidation is expected to reduce costs
through reduced business travel and rental charges. ✐

Found Island Tides while riding the ferries? Want to keep reading?
It’s easy—just ‘click’. Read a newspaper that looks like a newspaper
on your desktop and visit our advertisers’ websites.

www.islandtides.com

It’s like you never sailed away!
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HOME & PROPERTY SERVICES

FOR RENT

GSA Auto Rentals
Monthly Rentals
from $550
Mention this ad & get
10% off first month’s
rental.

Rent or Lease
Quality Pre-Owned
Cars & Minivans
We will pick you up
from Ferries & Airport

ISLAND
EXPLORER
PROPERTY
MANAGEMENT

PROPANE
LTD.

Southern Gulf
House & Cottage Rentals
Pender Island: Long Term: Cozy 3
bedroom home, high lake
frontage with pretty views. Open
concept livingroom, dining area
and kitchen. Wood stove,
appliances, wide deck—$1500
Licensed Property Management
on the Gulf Islands since 1994.
PROVEN SERVICE
COMMITMENT • RESULTS

V i s i t U s At

email:bgerry5@shaw.ca

www.island-explorer.com/pender

GSAAUTORENTALS.COM

• 4-WHEEL DRIVE SPECIALIST
• DIFFERENTIALS • CLUTCHES
• NAT’L WARRANTY • COURTESY CARS

CUSTOMER PICK-UP &
DELIVERY TO FERRY TERMINAL
TRANSMISSION SERVICE
only

39
for cars

1-888-754-5054

MARINE
WATER TAXI
Serving All The
Southern
Gulf Islands

Docside Charters

.95
*

(call for pricing
on trucks and
motor homes)

250-217-4488

* Parts, ECO fees and
taxes extra

1-877-655-3707
Local: 655-3707

#3 - 2051 MALAVIEW

ISLAND
MARINE

(ACROSS FROM SLEGGS)

CONSTRUCTIONSERVICES

FREE

Docks & Floats • Counter
Balance Systems • Pile
Driving • Custom Aluminum
Ramps and Walkways

SCRAP CAR
REMOVAL
Gulf Islands
Victoria • Sooke
Sidney • Duncan

1-250-744-6842

Ph: 250-537-9710
Email: ross@islandmarine.ca

www.islandmarine.ca

GALLERIES
GALLERY
5305 East Road
Denman Island
www.stofergallery.com
stofer@telus.net
250-335-3246

• Residential and
commercial well drilling
• Well pump and water
treatment systems
• BC Licenced Driller
since 1994
• FREE on-site consultation
• Hydro fracturing to
improve low yield wells
1 866 834 1600 / 250 391 6107
www.alliancedrilling.ca

COMPLETE WATER
WELL SERVICES

WET BASEMENT?
UGLY CRAWLSPACE?

We have solutions
that are permanent
and guaranteed!
Call Today

1-877-379-2768

ART

MAUI
Vacation Condos
1 & 2 bedroom units
Ocean & Garden Views
Reasonable Rates
Upgraded, CLEAN units

1-800-800-8608
www.mauisuncoast.com

Protecting Your
Investment

www.islandbasementsystems.ca

D. A. SMITHSON
& SONS

• Pre-construction planning,
budgets, contracts, site
reviews, project management
• HPO owner-builder
consulting
• Hourly or package pricing
• High-end specialist
• Boat access locations
welcome
• Serving Gulf Islands and
Vancouver Island

Al Klyne 250-539-9887

CE VAESE
N
A ROOFING

   or
   

Servicing the Gulf Islands

alanklyne@telus.net

Ltd.

250-381-2157
Cell 250-361-5028
Fax 250-383-2198
• Torch-On Roofing
• Standing Seam & Low-slope
Metal Roofing
• Custom Flashing
• Asphalt & Cedar Shingles
• 6” Water Collection Gutters

1-877-652-0599
Member: Better Business Bureau,
Roofing Contractors Assoc of B.C.

www.flynn.ca

Well Drillers FOR SALE
539-5252 or
250-478-6937

Specializing in…
PVC Deck Membranes &
Aluminum Railings for
Sundecks Garage Decks
and Roofdecks
CALL DAVE WOODE
CONTRACTING:

Smelly? Mouldy? Cold
Floors? No Insulation?

Visa/MC

GETAWAYS

KLYNE
CONSTRUCTION
CONSULTING

N

• AUTOMATICS & STANDARDS

WWW.PROPANEWEST.CA

STOFER

SIDNEY
TRANSMISSIONS

$

F R O M THE T A N K
TO THE
APPLIANCE
& EVERYTHING IN
BETWEEN

1-800-774-1417

655-5038
1-800-809-0788

✔Road test by qualified
technician
✔Cleanand inspect
transmission pan
✔40-point driveline
safety check

Renovation
Sale!

ALLIANCE DRILLING

L

AUTOMOTIVE

OdorBeGone septic vent air cleaner.
Removes sewer gas coming from vent
stack. Filter lasts 4-5 years, Canadian
company. $79 includes taxes.
www.odorbegone.ca 250-373-2272.

YOUR BUSINESS WILL BE SEEN ALL ACROSS THE STRAIT OF GEORGIA, FROM AS LITTLE AS $30

250-629-3660

STANDING SEAM
METAL ROOFING

FO R WATER
C OLLECTION S YSTEMS
ALSO

TORCH-ON MEMBRANE
SHAKE & SHINGLE
Serving the Gulf
Islands for 20 Years

HELP WANTED
Bread Baker. Must be pleased to live
on Saturna Island, flexible hours, 1640 a week, self-motivated, strong
enough to lift 50 lb on a regular
basis, prefer experience-will train.
250-539-2591

islandtides@islandtides.com

‘Shoeboxes’ on their way, Call to scrap subsidies to oil and gas companies
thank you says agency
An international Christian relief agency, Samaritan’s Purse
is thanking BC residents for having packed 103,400
shoeboxes with toys, school supplies and hygiene items for
Operation Christmas Child. These were part of a national
effort that saw 661,530 shoebox gifts collected across
Canada for needy children around the world.
In the next several weeks, children in Uruguay, Chile,
Bolivia, Vietnam, Costa Rica, Nicaragua, and Guatemala
will receive their shoeboxes packed by f British Columbians.
The national 2007 total was about 10% less than the
738,079 donated in 2006, largely because the box donation
deadline was set earlier than in previous years to allow more
time for processing, says Greg Johnson, director of
Operation Christmas Child Canada. This turned out to be
inconvenient for many potential shoebox donors, so the
organization will give Canadians more time to pack boxes
and will work to streamline processing in the 2008
campaign.
‘We are grateful for the participation of Canadians in
Operation Christmas Child last year,’ Johnson said. ‘We
collected enough boxes to be able to meet our international
commitments, and the feedback we have received indicates
that Canadians will continue to vigorously support this
important program.’
Involvement in Operation Christmas Child has also been
an exciting and rewarding experience for thousands of
volunteers across Canada. Samaritan’s Purse is already
looking for volunteers to champion the 2008 Operation
Christmas Child program in their home communities,
workplaces, and churches.
Operation Christmas Child is a project of Samaritan’s
Purse, an international Christian relief and development
organization. Since 1993, Operation Christmas Child has
collected and hand-delivered more than 54 million
shoeboxes to children in 125 countries around the world.
Children affected by war, poverty, natural disaster, disease,
and famine.
Canada is among 11 countries that donate and distribute
shoe boxes to bring a message of love, hope and joy, says the
organization. For more information, please visit
www.samaritanspurse.ca. ✐

Efforts to cut BC’s greenhouse gas emissions will fail unless the
province ends subsidies to oil and gas companies, raises the
royalties those companies pay, and imposes tough regulations that
end wasteful industry practices, a recent study concludes.
Foot Off the Gas: Regulating BC’s Oil and Gas Industry as if
the Environment Mattered released by the Canadian Centre for
Policy Alternatives finds that avoidable industry practices such as
gas flaring are responsible for 13.5% of BC’s greenhouse gas
emissions. The study also finds that the province has a hand in
those emissions by unnecessarily subsidizing the industry to the
tune of $200 million per year.
‘BC’s goal to slash greenhouse gas emissions by one third by
2020 is laudable. But, unfortunately, government subsidies to oil
and gas companies mean industry emissions are increasing,’ says
CCPA resource policy analyst, Ben Parfitt. His study recommends
that BC:
• order an end to destructive oil and gas company practices
such as gas flaring;
• end industry subsidies which are unnecessary, given rising
fossil fuel prices;
• cap the amount of natural gas pulled from the ground;
• institute a carbon tax to encourage companies to be more
CO2 neutral; and
TRUST BUDGET from page 2
improved bylaw enforcement. It will also allow us to engage
environmental and scientific specialists from time to time so that
we can better deliver on our mandate to preserve and protect the
Islands Trust Area.’
Benson noted that Mayne, North Pender, and Mudge Islands
had completed reviews of their Official Community Plans and that
Salt Spring Island and the Associated Islands for the Gambier
Island Local Trust Area were engaged in extensive community
consultation processes to review their respective Official
Community Plans. Other islands are in line to prepare for
upcoming reviews.
‘We will also continue to advocate on behalf of island

• raise gas royalties (as has recently been proposed in Alberta)
and require companies to pay royalties on all flared and otherwise
wasted natural gas.
The report finds that in addition to substantially reducing
greenhouse gas emissions, the recommendations would increase
the shelf-life of a non-renewable resource, which benefits the
environment and communities alike.
‘One of the ironies in BC is that we have had vigorous debate
about how to manage renewable natural resources such as trees,
but no corresponding discussion about how we manage nonrenewable resources such as our oil and gas deposits,’ Parfitt says.
At present, the amount of gas that is flared (burned off rather
than channeled into pipelines) equals 15% of BC’s marketable
natural gas production. The value of the wasted gas is equivalent
to more than $200 million in royalty payments per year.
The study recommends that as gas is saved through an end to
flaring, that overall production rates be reduced correspondingly.
‘That way, everyone wins. Gas companies have more gas to
process and sell. Royalty payments to government are stretched
out. Communities have more job security. And there are fewer
greenhouse gas emissions,’ Parfitt says.

Foot Off the Gas: Regulating BC’s Oil and Gas Industry as if the
Environment Mattered is available at www.policyalternatives.ca. ✐

communities on a whole range of issues that affect islanders such
as ferry fares, greenhouse gas emissions, marine issues and
tourism,’ said Benson.
Benson also highlighted Trust Council’s endorsement of the
BC Climate Action Plan last fall. ‘We are committed to taking
action in three areas: carbon neutral operations by 2012;
measuring and reporting on greenhouse gas emissions in the
Islands Trust Area; and fostering energy efficient communities
through land use planning.
‘This year, Trust Council will develop an initial strategy to help
meet these commitments,’ said Benson. ✐

Visit our advertisers’ websites from
www.islandtides.com
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‘Goodbye’ And ‘Hello’ Senator Pat ~ Commentary by Priscilla Ewbank
aturna Islander, the
Honourable
Pat
Carney PC, Senator
for British Columbia
retired
from
the
Canadian Senate on
January 31.
Pat has a special place
in my heart for all that
she has accomplished as
a writer, a politician, and
as a woman.
Just like many other
Islanders, we know
something of what she
does to earn a living, but
not necessarily the
details.
While Pat is a famous Canadian political figure she is also just
Pat who participates in our community, making a valued
contribution, and has her foibles. On-Islands, a major duty of
Pat’s is to open the Saturna Lamb BBQ on Canada Day.
Pat tells a story about her very first encounter, as rookie
politician, with a potential voter. She was campaigning at the
corner of Robson and Thurlow, in downtown Vancouver. She
approached an old lady in the crosswalk and said, ‘Hello, I am
Pat Carney your Conservative candidate and I need your vote.’
Pat quotes the lady as saying, ‘I would rather my hand withered
and dropped off before shaking hands with a Conservative.’
When I first met Pat, long ago, I was young and knew whatwas-what and shared the response of that lady. But she didn’t
know what she was missing and I only got to be re-educated
because I chose to be part of a community that teaches that labels

S

are … just labels.
Pat’s credentials read like all those history books of people
who made a difference. She has sat on both sides of the chambers
of parliament as an opposition MP, as a government minister
and again as a government senator and as an opposition senator.
Pat has held three cabinet posts: Minister of Mines, Energy and
Resources; Minister of International Trade; and was the first
woman president of the Treasury Board.
On her retirement, numerous colleagues paid tribute to her
skills and accomplishments as a parliamentarian, noting that she
came from a distinguished career as a journalist, economic
advisor and municipal planner.
Pat’s accomplishments were huge for any parliamentarian. A
fellow senator commented, ‘Pat Carney is a woman from a
generation who understood and experienced the limitations that
culture and society placed on women. She is also an example of
how cultural and societal limitations on women were broken
down, often through compelling competence, sheer acts of courage
and personal will of the kind that her career will always symbolize.’
Under Mulroney, in 1991, when the anti-abortion bill came
up before the Senate, Senator Carney voted against her own
government’s bill that would have criminalized abortion. Her
vote produced the 43 to 43 tie that defeated the bill—with that
abortion was effectively legalized. It has remained so ever since.
The Conservatives responded the next day by removing Carney
from a parliamentary committee studying the constitution.
Pat commented, ‘Although Prime Minister Mulroney had
declared a free vote on the bill, I was subject along with others to
unrelenting pressure from government ministers to support the
legislation. I still recall that I was chilled to the bone when I
became the first Conservative senator to stand in my seat to vote
‘No’.’ The abortion bill was the first government bill to be
defeated in the Senate in 30 years.

Although Pat’s accomplishments were far from tied to
women’s issues, they did include representing women as a
constituency. Wendy Lundberg wrote recently in the Vancouver
Sun, ‘We would like to thank Pat Carney for her solid and
consistent support. She was one of the first and few
parliamentarians to acknowledge the marginalization and
under-representation of native women in Canada in the very
core legal and legislative issues that affect their human rights and
interests. ‘Carney was instrumental in ensuring that both
individuals and organizations participated in policy and
legislative development. Among other things, she made sure that
native women were provided with opportunities to speak in a
variety of forums about the discriminatory provisions of the
Indian Act that still affect them today. We thank the Senator for
her leadership and we wish her a long and happy retirement. our
hands go up to her in honour and respect.’
Senator Carney’s parting words to her colleagues were: ‘In the
words of St Paul, ‘the time of my departure is at hand. I have
fought a good fight, I have finished my course, I have kept the
faith. I have kept faith in Canada; faith in parliament, where I
have served for more than 25 years; and faith in whatever the
future holds.’
Here at home in BC, on the coast, on Saturna, Pat has been
unhesitating in her championing of all of us and especially
coastal communities. She is inclusive, decisive, and opinionated!
Her breadth of knowledge and experience is informing and
entertaining. She shares her life at a level that allows you to know
Pat, the actual person.
Thank you, Pat. You have served us well in your chosen
capacity as one of one of Canada’s parliamentarians. Your love
and appreciation for our Canadian political system is evident and
your love and appreciation of human endeavour and opportunity
is apparent. Truly you have served the public good. ✐

Celebrating 150 Years

ier of B.C.

os – 2nd Prem

Amor De Cosm

From lovers to loners

Sasquatch

In 1858, a proclamation put a name to the best place on earth: British Columbia. In 2008, join us in celebrating the lives of our citizens, past and possibly present.
Amor De Cosmos, “Lover of the Universe”, was B.C.’s colourful second Premier. Sasquatch is a better known “citizen” who stalks our forests, or maybe just our imaginations.
Learn more about exciting events and festivities all across the province, all year long.

www.BC150.ca
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We continue to add to our Archives—visit often to get the news and
background to current hot topics. PDF articles are
easy to read and email to friends and colleagues.

www.islandtides.com

